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Previous &lt; 1 2 3 ... 9 &gt; Next Learn the differences between their words, them and there.  Select the correct word to complete each sentence.2. Sometimes they have different pronunciations. (example: Get a bow. Tie the bow tie.) We have dozens of worksheets to teach words that are
often confused. These include some homophones such as multi/to/two, rabbit/hair, breakage/brake. There are also words that look similar to the effect/effect, more/more distant, lying/lying, and more. Synonyms and Antonyms Learn about synonyms and contrasting synonyms with these
worksheets. You can create printable tests and worksheets from these Class 3 Homonyms questions! Select one or more questions using the check boxes above each question. Then click Add selected questions to the test button before moving to another page. Previous Page 1 15 Next
Page 1 / 15 Next Worksheets &gt; Word &gt; Class 3 &gt; Homophones Below are six versions of homophones working in our class 3 words: the same sound, but different spelled and have different meanings. Students need to choose the right homophone for each sentence. These
worksheets are pdf files. Similar: Are they there or theirs? Is that you or is it you? Homonyms Activities, Worksheets, Printables, and Lesson Plans
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